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1 Executive Summary

This project led to the design and construction of a system of novel micro-pocket fission detectors
(MPFDs) and their deployment as part of a series of steady-state and transient experiments at the
University of Wisconsin Nuclear Reactor (UWNR). The data acquired during these experiments is
intended for use in validation of reactor-physics models, including those developed as part of the
NEAMS Toolkit (e.g., PROTEUS) and others. Part of the work led to a completely new computa-
tional model of UWNR based on Python-automated input generation for both MCNP and Serpent,
and preliminary efforts have been made to develop a mesh for models in PROTEUS and other
deterministic tools.

The project was organized around several, major milestones, listed below with originally planned
dates:

Preliminary UWNR Core Model 10/1/2015–11/30/2016
Design and Testing of MPFDs at KSU 10/1/2015–11/30/2016

Installation and Testing of MPFDs in UWNR 11/1/2016–01/31/2017
Design and Perform Experimental Suite 11/1/2016–08/31/2017

UWNR Core Model Improvements 11/1/2016–11/30/2017
Evaluate and Document Experiments 09/1/2017–05/31/2018
PROTEUS Models of Experiments 09/1/2017–09/30/2018

The project as proposed was ambitious and relied heavily on the existing and continued funding
of MPFD technology, a technology that, though the subject of substantial research, is not yet
at the production level consistent with instrumentation typical of such experimental campaigns.
It is hoped that the development made highlights the value of this domestic capability, and that
the experimental data acquired will prove to be of sufficient quality for modeling and simulation
practitioners.

The rest of this report is organized around the coarser-grained topics of MPFD development,
UWNR modeling, and the experimental campaign, the chief developments of which are summa-
rized below.

1.1 MPFD Development

Micro-pocket fission detectors (MPFDs) have been developed at KSU and INL for several years,
largely for use as single devices integrated into larger experimental vehicles. For this project, it was
originally planned to extend an existing design as part of a set of multi-node wands. For reference,
a single MPFD of the proposed design consists of a small cavity formed by two alumina disks
and a circular spacer. At least one disk is deposited with a thin layer of uranium. The cavity is
penetrated by two wires that serve as cathode and anode. The extension to four nodes in one array
(or “wand”) required four sets of parallel cathode/anode pairs.

Over the course of the project, several delays were encountered related to the proposed MPFD
design that pushed the experimental campaign until the last quarter of work. Early developments
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at KSU led to a four-node wand that underwent testing near 12/16. Though apparently successful,
this design had eliminated an integrated temperature sensor and required specialized electronics.
Development of an entire system required long lead-time components for both pulse- and current-
mode operation that were ultimately in place by 10/17 for testing with the set of seven, 4-node
wands constructed at KSU. Testing commenced at KSU in 11/17, and results indicated substantial
problems with the design. Upon further analysis, an improved device was proposed based on a
four-anode, single-cathode layout, which required construction of new components and modifica-
tion of the electronics. With a need for testing of the new design at KSU, the deployment at UWNR
was pushed to the beginning of 8/18. Seven four-node MPFD wands were constructed, and only
minor testing was done prior to an unplanned outage at the KSU reactor. Hence, the detectors
deployed at UWNR were largely uncharacterized and part of the experimental effort was directed
at providing characterization.

Ultimately, the project led to important developments in MPFD design and fabrication, con-
tributing an important domestic solution for the in-core monitoring of neutron fluxes in a wide
range of research and other reactor applications.

1.2 UWNR Modeling

The University of Wisconsin Nuclear Reactor (UWNR), a 1 MW TRIGA-fueled reactor, was used
to conduct measurements of the three-dimensional neutron flux distribution during transients using
novel micro-pocket fission detectors.

Computational models for the University of Wisconsin Nuclear Reactor (UWNR) exist primar-
ily to support the design of various experiments. Prior modeling efforts faced inherent challenges
on long term maintainability and usability. Therefore, an improved model has been developed
with the following features: (1) documentation with reliable source of data, (2) build consistency
by virtue of automation, (3) human readability and transparency of implemented changes on the
model, (4) configuration management by version control, and (5) modularity for alternate repre-
sentations.

The benefits of these improvements are examined in terms of model accuracy, and predictive
analysis of the reactor conditions. For the material modeling resolution that was expected to be
the most accurate, MCNP and Serpent demonstrated a computational bias of 1068 pcm ± 56 pcm
and 920 pcm ± 52 pcm, respectively. The UWNR model successfully reproduced the evolution
of reactivity with fuel depletion across two different core configurations up to current state of the
core using MCNP, despite the significant reactivity bias. Estimates of the fuel pin power peaking
factors and core life were generated using both MCNP and Serpent, with models automatically
generated from the same source of data.
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1.3 Experimental Campaign

From 7/23/2018 to 8/1/2018, a team from KSU visited UWNR for deployment of an array of
MPFD and RTD probes. Upon insertion, a number of pre-planned operations were conducted that
included calibration measurements and several multi-probe, steady-state and transient experiments.
Results of preliminary tests indicated that one of the 7 four-node probes was not functional. Of
the remaining probes, several individual nodes malfunctioned. Two probes were operated in pulse
mode, while the remaining 4 were operated in current mode.

To generate data for cross calibration, a number of foils (Au, In, Al, Rh, and Mo) were irradiated
in a reference location at 100 kW. In addition, each MPFD probe (and two RTD probes) were
irradiated in the same location at 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 kW.

All probes were deployed in one of two basic configurations in a series of multi-probe measure-
ments to acquire fluxes and temperatures in all available locations of UWNR. These measurements
included steady-state experiments with different control-element configurations at 100 kW, and a
fixed control configuration at 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 kW. The same probe configurations
were also used for a number of transient experiments, that included ramps of three different peri-
ods, square waves of different final powers, and pulses of different reactivity insertions.

Many of the experiments performed were repeated in each probe configuration, providing full
coverage of the core and, in some cases, data to assess repeatability of core maneuvers. The data
obtained has undergone a preliminary analysis, some of which is reported more completely in this
report. Continued analysis is the subject of ongoing work.
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2 Publications

So far, the project has led to 11 publications in journals and conferences (and additional publica-
tions are under development as the data is evaluated more completely):

1. Michael A. Reichenberger, Jeffrey A. Geuther, Daniel M. Nichols, Timothy J. Sobering,
Jeremy A. Roberts, Philip B. Ugorowski, Douglas S. McGregor. “Electronic Support System
Enhancements for Micro-Pocket Fission Detectors (MPFDs).” In Proceedings of the IEEE
Nuclear Science Symposium and Medical Imaging Conference. Seattle, WA, November 8—
14 (2016)

2. Ye Cheng+, Jeremy A. Roberts. “Impact of Spatial Discretization on Reactivity Biases in
Depleted TRIGA Fuel.” Transactions of the American Nuclear Society. 115. 1160—1162
(2016)

3. Young-hui Park, Alex Swanson, Paul Wilson. ”University of Wisconsin Nuclear Reactor
Modeling Improvements,” ANS 2017

4. Ye Cheng+, Jeremy A. Roberts. “A Study of Reactivity Biases and their Dependence on
Spatial Discretization in Depleted TRIGA Fuel.” Annals of Nuclear Energy. 108. 126—131
(2017)

5. Michael A. Reichenberger, Daniel M. Nichols, Sarah Stevenson, Tanner Swope, Caden
Hilger, Jeremy A. Roberts, Troy Unruh, Douglas S. McGregor. “Fabrication and Testing
of a Modular Micro-Pocket Fission Detector Instrumentation System for Nuclear Test, Re-
search, and Training Reactors.” In International Conference on Advancements in Nuclear
Instrumentation Measurement Methods and their Applications. Liege, Belgium, June 19—
23 (2017)

6. Daniel M. Nichols, Michael A. Reichenberger, Sarah Stevenson, Tanner Swope, Caden
Hilger, Jeremy A. Roberts, Nathaniel Edwards, Douglas S. McGregor. “Characterization
of Argon, P-10, and Neon Ionization Gases for Use in Modular Micro-Pocket Fission De-
tector Arrays.” In International Conference on Advancements in Nuclear Instrumentation
Measurement Methods and their Applications. Liege, Belgium, June 19—23 (2017)

7. Michael A. Reichenberger, Daniel M. Nichols, Sarah R. Stevenson, Tanner M. Swope, Caden
W. Hilger, Troy C. Unruh, Douglas S. McGregor, Jeremy A. Roberts. “Fabrication and
Testing of a 4-Node Micro-Pocket Fission Detector Array for the Kansas State University
TRIGA Mk. II Research Nuclear Reactor.” Nuclear Instruments and Methods A. 862. 8—17
(2017)

8. Young-hui Park, Alex Swanson, Paul Wilson, Ye Cheng+, Richard L. Reed+, Jeremy A.
Roberts. “Improving the University of Wisconsin Nuclear Reactor Computational Model by
Automatic Code Generation.” In Proceedings of the International Conference on Physics of
Reactors (PHYSOR 2018). Cancun, Mexico, April 15—20 (2018)

9. D.M. Nichols, T.R. Ochs, Y. Cheng, W. Fu, M.A. Reichenberger, J.D. Hewitt, C.W. Hilger,
R.M. Hutchinson, K.E. Kellogg, J.A. Medina, T.M. Swope, J.A. Roberts, D.S. McGregor,
”Baseline Experimentation with Micro-Pocket Fission Detectors for Validation of Transient
Nuclear Reactor Simulation”, 2018 ANS Winter Meeting (poster)
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10. Daniel Nichols, Michael Reichenberger, Sarah Stevenson, Caden Hilger, Tanner Swope,
Katharine Kellogg, Joseph Hewitt, Jeremy Roberts, Douglas McGregor TRIGA Pulse Track-
ing Utilizing a Multi-Node Micro-Pocket Fission Detector, 2018 ANS Winter Meeting

11. J.A. Roberts, T.R. Ochs, D.M. Nichols, W. Fu, Y. Cheng, J.C. Boyington, D.S. McGre-
gor, P.P.H. Wilson, R.J. Agasie, C.S. Edwards, and Y-H. Park, “Preliminary Assessment of
Steady-State and Transient Reaction-Rate Measurements at the University of Wisconsin Nu-
clear Reactor,” presented at the Symposium on Advanced Sensor and Modelling Techniques
for Nuclear Reactor Safety, December 15–19, 2018, Mumbai, India
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3 MPFD Development

The initial development of micro-pocket fission detectors (MPFDs) in support of this project was
thoroughly reported [14, 15]; that development is presented here. In addition, recent developments
made for the devices deployed at UWNR are reported.

3.1 Initial Developments and Testing at KSU

Many methods of neutron detection are designed for low-radiation conditions. New developments
in reactor core modeling and computational capabilities have encouraged the development of neu-
tron detectors designed for high neutron-flux environments to support nuclear power research.
Micro-Pocket Fission Detectors (MPFDs) are a small, robust neutron sensor capable of real-time,
in-core neutron-flux measurement. MPFDs can be deployed with experimental assemblies and into
small cavities within a research nuclear reactor because of their small size and low sensitivity. The
current generation of MPFDs utilize a multi-wire design where a thin (¡ 1 m-thick) fissile layer
is situated within an ionization chamber, bordered by two parallel wires, illustrated in Figure 1.
The parallel wires act as anode and cathode for the ionization chamber. An applied bias between
the anode and cathode wires causes charge motion within the ionization chamber, measured using
a charge-sensitive pre-amplifier. MPFDs are constructed of radiation hard, temperature resistant
materials, improving the durability of the sensor in high-flux and high-temperature experiment
conditions. Multiple MPFD sensors can be fabricated into an array providing multiple measure-
ment points in a single instrument.

Continued deployment of MPFD arrays into research reactors benefits from the development of
a standard instrument package with modular components. Previous designs required the fabrication
of the sensor array in conjunction with an extension cable and the acquisition of single-channel
electronics. A new MPFD fabrication and deployment method was developed to support research
projects wishing to deploy arrays of MPFD sensors into nuclear reactor cores. The data from
such three-dimensional MPFD arrays will be used to enhance reactor material experimentation
and certification and to benchmark nuclear reactor simulations. First, a modular MPFD array was
designed consisting of four MPFD sensors separated by insulating silica spacers. The array was
encapsulated in a straight 6-foot long stainless-steel tube. The individual MPFD sensors were
distributed within the tube to cover the fuel region of a TRIGA fuel rod. The entire tube was filled
with ionization gas which can circulate into and out of each MPFD sensor, reducing the potential
for fission fragment saturation in the gas chambers. A vacuum and gas fill assembly was fabricated
at the top of the MPFD array to facilitate the purge of the tube and back-fill with high-purity
ionization gas. An electrical plug at the top of the array connected the anode and cathode wires
of each sensor to a commercially available extension cable. A commercially available electronics
package was also used for pulse-processing. This modular design has improved the robustness
of the MPFD instrument assembly by reducing the failure modes of the assembly. Failure of
the electronics and extension cable are unlikely, having been procured from reliable commercial
sources. A shorter MPFD array also reduced the likelihood of failure in the array during fabrication
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Figure 1: Fission interactions in the fissile layer produce energetic fission fragments which deposit
more energy in the ionization chamber than other radiation interactions in the chamber.

and transportation to the test facility. The first modular MPFD array was constructed and tested
in-core, yielding a stable response to reactor power and successfully tracking reactor transients.

3.1.1 Sensor Fabrication

The disks and spacers that comprised each MPFD node for the modular array were each produced
by slicing sections of hard-fired, extruded alumina into 1-mm thick units using a diamond wire
saw. The individual samples were then processed by NucFil Inc. The faces of the disks were
polished while the spacers were machined to have a 1-mm wide, 0.5-mm deep trench connecting
two holes across from one another, shown in Fig. 2. The trench connecting electrode holes was
utilized to provide a path for charge carriers to travel within the ionization chamber of the MPFD
as previously described.

Next, 1.5-mm diameter electrodes were evaporated onto each of the polished disks. A 50-
angstrom titanium adhesion layer and 500-angstrom platinum electrode were deposited using
electron-beam evaporation. Electrodeposition of natural uranium followed. The sample appeared
grey prior to electrodeposition and rapidly changed to yellow during the electrodeposition process
depicted in Figure 3. The deposition of insulating material was indicated by the cyclic voltammetry
plot shown in Figure 4. As with previous experimentation, the maximum current decreased with
each successive potential sweep, suggesting that additional resistive material had been deposited.
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Figure 2: Each MPFD node was composed of two disks (left) and 2 spacers (right) creating the
ionization chamber with a channel exposing the appropriate anode and cathode wires.

Figure 3: The uranium was clearly visible on the surface of each substrate during the electrode-
position process. The uncoated sample appeared grey (left) while the coated sample was appeared
yellow (right) from the presence of the uranium compound.

X-ray fluorescence confirmed the presence of uranium on each sample which was then mea-
sured using alpha spectrometry. The mass of uranium on each of the four disks is summarized in
Table 1. The variation in sample mass is most likely due to variations in the evaporated surface area
of each sample. It was observed that the edges of the shadow mask used for electron-beam evap-
oration melted slightly during the evaporation process. The high-temperature plastic (RGD525)
used for the 3-D printed shadow masks has a heat deflection temperature of only 65oC. The effects
of heat deflection are particularly noticeable for very thin features, such as the edge of the shadow
mask. The deflection of the shadow mask edge created small features on the edges of each sam-
ple which either increased or decreased the total surface area of the electrode slightly. Metallic
shadow masks or heat-treated plastic shadow masks with thicker features are recommended for
future applications.

Table 1: Alpha spectrometry was used to measure the activity, and subsequently the mass of ura-
nium deposited onto each sample.

Node U mass (µg)
1 (top) 0.533 ± 0.023

2 0.630 ± 0.026
3 0.548 ± 0.025
4 0.619 ± 0.014
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Figure 4: The electrodeposition of uranium onto the MPFD substrates produced a cyclic-
voltammetric curve with typical features based on previous trials [13].

After four MPFD disks were deposited with uranium and analyzed, fabrication of the array
began. The design of the array and sensor region are illustrated in Fig. 5. A single 5/16 x 0.020
x 72 inch 316 stainless steel tube was used to house the MPFD assembly to fit within the 8-mm
diameter penetrations in the upper grid plate of the KSU TRIGA Mk. II research nuclear reactor.
A 316 stainless steel plug was welded onto the end of the tube, capping the end which penetrated
the top grid-plate and rested on the bottom grid plate of the KSU TRIGA Mk. II reactor. Each
MPFD node was composed of two disks and two spacers, however only one disk contained fissile
material. The two spacers were aligned such that the trenches formed a single 1-mm deep x 1-mm
wide channel connecting one pair of opposing anode and cathode wires, illustrated in Fig. 5. Each
MPFD sensor was indexed in order to dedicate a single anode/cathode pair for each sensor.

The MPFDs were each separated by a single 4 1/8-inch long silica spacers as depicted in Fig. 6.
The total distance between each MPFD was therefore 4 3/8 inches, including the thickness of the
MPFD. Additional silica insulation was added beneath the MPFD region to separate the bottom
MPFD, node 4, 7 inches from the bottom of the exterior of the encapsulation tube, illustrated in
Fig. 7. In this manner, the four MPFD sensors were equally distributed within the fuel region of a
typical TRIGA fuel rod at distances 7 3/16, 11 9/16, 15 15/16, and 20 1/4 inches from the bottom
of the array.

Following the assembly of the MPFD region, additional silica insulation was added to the array,
isolating each anode and cathode wire and providing structural support for the wires within the
encapsulation tube. The 30 AWG alumel anode and cathode wires were kept straight and separated
during the assembly process to prevent damage to the wires. The crushable silica insulation was
designed with a central hole, resembling the cross-section of the spacer depicted in Fig. 2. This
particular geometry was chosen to increase the volume of gas within the encapsulation tube and
decrease the total capacitance of the array. Silica was chosen because of its low relative permittivity
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Figure 5: The modular MPFD wand included four MPFD nodes at the distributed near the bottom
of a 6-foot long stainless steel tube which was purged and back-filled with ionization gas.

Figure 6: Four MPFD nodes were constructed with 4 1/8-inch long silica spacers between each
node. The total distance between the node center points was 4 3/8 inches due to the length of each
MPFD node.

(between 3 and 4) compared to other mineral insulation (approximately 10).

The silica insulation extended the entire length of the stainless steel encapsulation tube, de-
picted in Fig. 8. Beyond that point, fiberglass insulation was used to insulate each electrode wire.
Flexible fiberglass insulation was necessary to allow for the assembly of the gas purge/fill system
and electrical feedthrough plug shown in Fig. 8.

Fiberglass insulation was used to insulate the remaining 4 inches of wire which was con-
nected to the electrical plug. The vacuum/fill assembly was mounted next to the electronic plug
to allow the anode and cathode wires to pass out of the encapsulation tube through the elec-
tronics plug. Prior to final assembly, each anode and cathode was soldered to the appropriate
pin of the FGG.1K.308.CLAK80 Lemo plug. Each anode and cathode was confirmed to cor-
respond to the correct MPFD node prior to final assembly according to Fig. 9. The respective
PHG.1K.308.CLLK75 Lemo receptacle was connected to the Belden 8134E extension cable, pro-
viding a connection between the modular MPFD array and the electronics.
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Figure 7: The MPFD nodes were distributed evenly throughout the fuel region of the core.

Figure 8: The silica insulation was used throughout the length of the stainless-steel encapsulation
tube. .

The fully assembled array measured over 6 feet long due to the gas purge/fill assembly and
electronic feedthrough. The materials at the top of the array were located sufficiently far from the
top of the reactor core to minimize the effect of neutron irradiation (both activation and material
degradation). Ceramic materials can absorb humidity when exposed to air, changing the electrical
properties of the material. A low-temperature bake-out furnace was constructed to bake humidity
out of the MPFD array. A 20-foot long silicone heating tape was wrapped around a 1-inch diameter
copper pipe and insulated by 1.5-inch thick fiberglass insulation. The heat-tape is capable of
temperatures up to 450oC, however was used on its lowest setting to achieve approximately 175C
in the center of the pipe, shown in Fig. 10. A rough vacuum pump was connected to the purge
system and allowed to pull a vacuum while at an elevated temperature for 24 hours in order to
remove humidity from within the array.

After the heated vacuum purge was completed, the tube was filled to 30 psig with ultra-high-
purity argon (UHPAr). The purge and gas fill process were repeated 2 additional times. After the
array was filled a third time, final assembly was complete and the array was ready to deploy in
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Figure 9: The anode and cathode wires were connected to their corresponding solder terminals on
the back of the electronic plug before the final assembly.

the KSU TRIGA Mk. II research nuclear reactor. The capacitance of each node was measured
between 350 pF and 400 pF, including a 25-foot long extension cable (11 pF/ft).

3.1.2 Experimental Procedure

Prior research necessitated the modification of the KSU TRIGA Mk. II research nuclear reactor to
include fifteen 8-mm diameter penetrations in the upper fuel grid-plate with locations illustrated
in Fig. 11. The location situated between two instrumented fuel rods was chosen for preliminary
testing of the 4-node encapsulated MPFD array. The neutron flux near the center of the core is
also greater than the neutron flux extending radially outward. Therefore, MPFD response should
be greatest in the center of the core, enhancing the data acquisition ability for preliminary testing.

The electronic support system for the MPFD array included an MPR-16 preamplifier, MSCF-
16 shaping amplifier with leading edge discrimination, a Philips Scientific 726 signal translator,
NIMBox digital I/O unit, and custom LabView interface. The MPR-16 was set to 20 MeV mode
for preliminary testing, and the entire support system was tested with the MPFD emulator [15].
Emulated pulses were observed with a pulse amplitude of approximately 500 mV using an MSCF-
16 shaping time of 0.25 µs and a gain of 10. Then, the MPFD array (still located outside of the
reactor pool) was connected to the MPR-16 with the cable shield connected to the input ground.
High voltages of +10 V, +100 V, +200 V, and +400 V were applied to the array, checking for high-
voltage power supply (HVPS) current draw and increased noise on the oscilloscope. No additional
noise was observed during out-of-core testing, and the HVPS current draw remained relatively
constant at ¡ 0.005 µA. The electronics were then powered off and the array was inserted manually
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Figure 10: A low-temperature bake-out furnace was constructed to heat the entire array during the
purge process, removing any residual humidity from the silica and alumina components.

into the flux port, shown in Fig. 12. The electronics were re-enabled and a +200V bias was applied
to the array. HVPS current and noise were monitored to ensure that no current flowed between
anode and cathode wires. The reactor was then raised to 10 kWth with cooling off.

3.1.3 Experimental Results

The objectives of in-core testing of the MPFD array included identification of neutron-induced
pulses, confirmation of channel independence (no cross-talk), sensor response linearity with reac-
tor power, and real-time tracking of reactor power transients. The functionality of the MPFD array
was tested at reactor powers above 10 kWth. The measurement frequency was also tested using 1
ms, 100 ms, and 1 second intervals to demonstrate the real-time data acquisition capabilities of the
MPFD system.

While the reactor was increasing in power, neutron-induced pulses were observed. After estab-
lishing criticality at 10 kWth, stability testing and neutron-induced pulse observation commenced.
The electronics support system for the MPFD array included components identified previously
[15]. Using an MPR-16 preamplifier in 20 MeV sensitivity mode with an MSCF-16 amplifier
shaping time of 0.25 s and gain of 10, high-frequency noise was observed. The shaping time was
increased to 0.5 µs to eliminate the high-frequency noise. A representative neutron-induced pulse,
depicted in Figure 13, triggered the discrimination threshold of 15 on the MSCF-16, producing a
¿ 500 mV pulse. The pulse amplitude varied slightly, however, the average pulse amplitudes were
consistently above the noise which was observed under 100 mV.

After observing large pulse amplitudes in 20 MeV mode, the MPR-16 sensitivity was reduced
to 100 MeV mode. The neutron-induced pulses decreased in amplitude by a factor of 5, to ap-
proximately 100 mV, depicted in Figure 14. The signal-to-noise ratio did not change significantly
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Figure 11: The flux penetration between two instrumented fuel assemblies was chosen for close
proximity to the center of the core and access to fuel temperature data.

between 20 MeV and 100 MeV mode, however the pulse amplitude decreased. Further operation
continued in 20 MeV mode.

The potential for cross-talk was a concern for multi-sensor MPFD arrays. Each channel of the
modular MPFD array was used to trigger the oscilloscope while all four channels were monitored.
Cross-talk could then be identified if coincident pulses were observed on multiple channels. No
correlated pulses were observed. Multiple pulses are depicted in Figure 15 on different channels
without perturbing the signal on other channels.

The stability of the detector array was also in question based on previous experiments which
produced unstable or unreliable response rates after extended testing. The modular MPFD array
was tested at 10 kWth for 20 minutes with stable response depicted in Figure 16. The average
response rate for each MPFD sensor is summarized in Table 2. The mass-normalized response rate
for nodes 1 and 4 should be relatively close because of the nodal spacing in the fuel region of the
reactor. Channels 1 and 4 are indeed within 2 of one another. Similarly, nodes 2 and 3 should
have similar mass-normalized response rates. The low discrimination setting (15 of 255), likely
included some electronic noise in channel 3 which responded at a much higher rate than channels 1,
2, and 4. Additional testing was required to confirm proper discriminator setting, however the plug
connecting the MPFD array to the extension cable began to leak water. The water leak into the plug
was identified by a sharp increase in detector response rate and an increase in HVPS current draw
from ¡ 0.005 µA to ¿ 10 µA. The noise signal on the oscilloscope overtook all neutron-induced
signal.

±
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Figure 12: A string was used to lower the array into the reactor pool, reducing stress on the wire
connection. Carefully, the MPFD array was inserted into the 8-mm diameter grid plate penetration,
into the reactor core.

Figure 13: Neutron pulses were first observed using the MPR-16 preamplifier in 20 MeV mode
and with the MSCF-16 gain of 10 and shaping time of 0.5 s.
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Figure 14: Reducing the MPR-16 sensitivity to 100 MeV mode reduced pulse amplitude but also
reduced noise amplitude. The signal-to-noise ratio appeared to remain relatively constant between
100 MeV and 20 MeV mode (approximately 9).

Figure 15: Cross-talk was not observed between MPFD channels. Independent interactions could
be observed on multiple channels at different times.

The array was removed from the reactor core and the plug was disassembled. The entire array
was re-inserted into the heating tube and re-purged. No condensation was observed in the vacuum
tube, confirming that water had only leaked into the plug. Water was observed within the mating
portion of the plug as shown in Figure 17. The plugs were dried and additional silicone sealant
was applied to the mating surfaces of the plug. Additional shrink-tubing was used to seal the plug
from water. A new plug will be procured for future array deployments, however the enhanced plug
assembly was used to conduct further testing.

After repairing the water leak in the plug assembly, the purge/fill procedure was executed three
times with UHPAr and the array was re-deployed into the same test location between instrumented
fuel rods at the KSU TRIGA Mk. II research nuclear reactor depicted in Figure ??. The MPFD
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Figure 16: The MPFD array was tested at 10 kWth for 20 minutes with stable responses on every
channel.

Table 2: The stable detector response over 20 minutes for each channel was used to determine an
average count-rate at 10 kWth for the experiment with a threshold setting of 15 for all channels..

Channel 1 (top) 2 3 4
Count rate at 10 kWth (cps) 125.9 ± 0.3 149.4 ± 0.3 237.8 ± 0.4 134.0 ± 0.3

Mass-normalized response (cps/g U) 236 ± 10.2 237 ± 9.8 434 ± 19.8 216 ± 4.9

Figure 17: The Lemo FGG/PHG.1K.308 assembly was not entirely water-tight. The penetration
of water into the electrical plug produced sufficient conductivity to degrade the MPFD signal.

array was operated under a +200 V applied bias with the MPR-16 in 20 MeV mode, MSCF-16
gain of 5 and shaping time of 1 s. Neutron-induced pulses triggered the digital counting system
using a discriminator setting of 5 on the MSCF-16. First, the sensor response was observed for
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reactor powers of 10, 200, 400, 600, and 700 kWth. Counts were summed over 5-minutes for each
power level (2-minutes at 700 kWth), depicted in Figure 18.

The detector count rate was stable for power levels of 400 kWth and below increasing slightly
with time for powers above 400 kWth. Overall, the response of each MPFD node in the array
increased as the reactor power increased. The increase in detector response was linear between 10
kWth and 400 kWth for all four nodes, but increased at a higher rate for powers above 400 kWth,
as depicted in Figure 19.

The two fuel elements neighboring the MPFD test location were equipped with three chromel-
alumel thermocouples. The center line fuel temperature of these elements, located in the b-ring of
the reactor, is recorded as the average of the three thermocouple measurements. Increases in reactor
local neutron flux in the instrumented fuel rods can be indicated by an increase in fuel center line
temperature due to an increased rate of fission. The MPFD response for each node in the array was
compared to the average fuel center line temperature, depicted in Figure 20. Although the response
rate for nodes 2-4 increased over time at 600 kWth, the fuel center line temperature was constant,
suggesting that the increase in response rate was caused by another mechanism. All four MPFD
channels and the fuel center line temperature increased over time at full power.

While the 4-node encapsulated MPFD array was deployed in the reactor core, three different
transient experiments were conducted to observe the capability of the MPFD array to respond
to real-time changes in reactor power. First, positive reactivity insertions were observed. The
rate of increase in reactor power is commonly characterized by the reactor period, the amount of
time in which the reactor increased in power by a factor of e). First, the reactor was brought to
criticality at 10 kWth using the regulating control rod while the shim control rod remained fully
inserted. Then the reactor operator executed three positive reactivity insertions yielding reactor
periods of approximately 30, 15, and 5 seconds by withdrawing the shim control rod. The reactor
was returned to 10 kWth critical state with the shim rod fully inserted between each transient.
Maintaining a constant period requires manual operation of the control rods and was therefore only
approximate. The resulting real-time MPFD response rate for three consecutive positive reactivity
insertions is depicted in Figure 21. A 1-second measurement interval was used to track real-
time MPFD response on the digital counting system. All four detector nodes measured increasing
neutron flux as the shim control rod was withdrawn. Strong effects of temperature feedback were
observed, embodied by the peak in detector response followed by a sharp decline and leveling of
the detector response. Temperature feedback is an expected feature in a TRIGA nuclear reactor
because of the negative temperature coefficient of reactivity for the reactor fuel, and was observed
in earlier MPFD transient tests at lower power [12].

Next, the measurement interval was decreased to 100 ms to measure manual power oscillations
using the MPFD array. Reactor criticality was established at 600 kWth with the safety, shim, and
pulse rod fully withdrawn. The regulating rod remained fully inserted. The regulating rod was
then removed at a constant rate yielding positive reactor period of approximately 30 seconds until
a reactor power of 900 kWth was reached. In order to prevent a linear power SCRAM triggered
at 1 MWth, the reactor operator fully inserted the regulating rod reducing reactor power to the
original 600 kWth level. The oscillating reactivity insertion was repeated a total of 5 times. The
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Figure 18: All four channels of the MPFD array were tested at reactor powers of 10, 200, 400,
600, and 700 kWth.
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Figure 19: The MPFD response rate was linear with power for all channels below 400 kWth but
followed a different trend above 400 kWth.

real-time response of all four MPFD nodes tracked the oscillation of reactor power in the core as
shown in Figure 22.

Finally, the measurement interval was decreased to 1 ms, providing maximum data acquisition
rate for the MPFD array (limited by the digital counting system) to measure the effects of a reactor
SCRAM in real-time. Reactor criticality was established at 750 kWth with all control rods fully
withdrawn (full power). The counting system was enabled and allowed to collect data at full power
for 5 seconds before a SCRAM was executed, immediately dropping all of the control rods into
the reactor core. The neutron response decreased rapidly as the rods were dropped into the reactor
core, depicted in Figure 23. Although data was collected for four channels, only three channels
produced meaningful results. The data depicted in Figure 23 represents a 5-ms average of each
channel for clarity.

3.1.4 Summary

The fabrication and testing of a modular 4-node MPFD array at the KSU TRIGA Mk. II research
nuclear reactor clearly indicate the capability of such devices to be used for real-time, in-core
monitoring of neutron flux in multiple locations simultaneously. However, several improvements
remain to be made in the design, fabrication, and application of MPFDs. First, proper materials
should be selected which eliminate the possibility of water leaking into the electrical connections
of the sensor. Also, the operating parameters must be investigated in greater detail to determine
optimal operating bias, gain (for both the preamplifier and shaping amplifier), shaping time, and
discriminator setting.
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Figure 20: The average fuel center-line temperature for the fuel elements neighboring the MPFD
array remained constant at 200, 400, and 600 kWth although MPFD response rate increased over
time at 600 kWth. Both the MPFD and average fuel center line temperature increase over time at
full power. .

3.2 Developments of MPFD Arrays for Deployment at UWNR

3.2.1 Initial Production

The initial and apparent success of the test array paved the way for fabrication of the production
versions. Thereafter, a mock-up protype was made and sent to UWNR for test insertion. Difficul-
ties were encountered that led to the design of a stabilization system to work with the UWNR core
as illustrated in

In addition, it was noted above that testing at KSU was performed using off-the-shelf electron-
ics. For deployment of all probes, custom electronics were needed to support both pulse-mode
and current-mode operation. Development was done for the present effort and in support of other
MPFD-related research in conjunction with Mesytec. Units were ordered in June 2017, which
required shifting deployment to the subsequent winter break.

Great efforts were made in November once all the eletronics were finally in place. A test probe
was constructed with two natural U nodesand two HEU (93%) nodes in order to test current-mode
operation for limited powers. Initial tests were somewhat promising: pulse-height spectra and
overall count rates were reasonably self consistent and in line with expectations based on physics,
as shown in Figure 25

At the left of Figure 25 are shown spectra for one of the HEU nodes under different operations.
The central figure shows the pulse-height spectra and the proposed lower-level discriminator for
counting. At right are ratios of the spectra. Because all events are induced by fission of U-235,
the overall energy deposition should follow a constant distribution (a chief reason why absolute
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Figure 21: Positive reactivity insertions with power periods of 30, 15, and 5 seconds were tracked
using a 1-second counting interval illustrate the negative temperature coefficient of the fuel.

calibration of fission chambers can be made possible). As is shown, the spectra are somewhat
constant. Variations may be due to electronic noise, the shape of the uranium deposition, and, as
was eventually learned, the suboptimal electric field of the chambers in this four-node design.

Unfortunately, testing of the 7 probes intended for UWNR deployment was not successful.
Signal-to-noise ratios appears to be quite low. Moreover, the responses observed were nonlinear
with reactor power, and the pulse-height spectra from the chambers were inconsistent with expec-
tations. Upon further review, it was decided that a change in the geometry was needed to reduce
these issues. Shown in Figure 26 is the original, four-node design and its electric field. Depend-
ing on the axial location, the electric field can be substantially muted, and all nodes have a very
nonuniform field.

Shown in Figure 27 is the updated design and its electric field as predicted using Coulomb. A
major difference between this new design and the original design is the use of a single, central,
shared cathode. Such an arrangement improves the overall electric field uniformity and direction.

Other improvements were made, including a better electronic feedthrough and a move to tita-
nium tubes and wires for reduced activation. The reduced activation was desired to decrease wait
times before shipment of irradiated wands.

The previous design for the NEAMS MPFD wand utilized a water-resistant Lemo connector
to maintain gas pressure inside the wand while providing a water-tight signal feedthrough to an
exterior cable. This type of feedthrough proved to have a moderate failure rate and a new design
was desired. A temporary method to mitigate this issue involved passing the cable directly into
the wand and try to form a gas and water-tight seal using a combination of Swagelok components
and Loctite Stycast epoxy. This method removed the need for an electrical feedthrough but would
use these components in a way that was not intended by the manufacturer. Unfortunately, gas
pressure could still escape through the improvised connection. A more robust connection solution
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Figure 22: Increasing and decreasing power transients were tracked using a 100-ms counting in-
terval.

was found by using a six-conductor Conax feedthrough. The Conax fitting is rated as water and
gas tight and couples the titanium signal wires on the MPFD to signal wires that connect to the
preamplifier.

A high-pass filter was implemented on the signal line before the preamplifier to reduce cross-
talk caused by capacitive coupling between detector nodes in pulse mode (due to the shared cath-
ode). Previously, the noise in the signal would grow as reactor power was increased, and this
limited the maximum power level for pulse mode operation to below 100 kW. With the high-pass
filter the MPFD wand can operated in pulse mode up to at least 500 kW. Seven electrical boxes
each with four high-pass filter lines were fabricated and deployed in conjunction with the 7 MPFD
wands at the University of Wisconsin Nuclear Reactor.

Initial calibration of a single MPFD wand was conducted at the Kansas State TRIGA Mk. II
Nuclear Reactor. However, an unplanned outage prevented complete testing and, consequently,
calibration and testing was pushed to the first part of deployment at UWNR, with several days
added to the deployment. These tests are discussed in Section 5 along with the results of the
experiments.
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Figure 23: The power reduction rate from a full-power reactor SCRAM was tracked using 1-ms
counting intervals.

Figure 24: Stabilization components for MPFD arrays.
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Figure 25: Spectra acquired from mockup array.

Figure 26: Electric field of original design.
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Figure 27: Electric field of new design with schematic.
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4 UWNR Modeling

4.1 Motivation

The University of Wisconsin Nuclear Reactor (UWNR) is a 1 MWth TRIGA-fueled, MTR-converted
reactor. The UWNR is well-suited to this project for two reasons. First, like all TRIGA’s, it can
perform both fast and slow transients during operation. More importantly, however, the UWNR
was refueled entirely in 2009 as part of a conversion from HEU to LEU, allowing for much higher
confidence in developing a computational model that can represent the current isotopic inventory
of the core.

The previous core model[8] was developed incrementally by hand, resulting in ∼17k lines
with unclear provenance, and difficult to modify consistently going forward. Therefore, it was
proposed to develop a detailed core model that is generated automatically from a small set of
well-documented parameters, including geometric dimensions from both as-built measurements
and design drawings, fuel compositions measured by the vendor at the time of shipping, and core
loading with control element configurations recorded in operation logs.

The goals of this effort include:

• data provenance for quality assurance: isolate the primary data describing geometry and
materials to single locations and calculate all derived quantities in single locations,

• modeling flexibility: incorporate the ability to change the fuel element discretization as
needed,

• software flexibility: support extension to alternative reactor physics analysis software,
• maintainability: modularity and human readability of both the Python modules/scripts and

the resulting input files, and
• operational support: facilitate various core configurations and fuel shuffling.

4.2 Deliverables

With the improved computational model, we are able to obtain increased confidence in the quality
of the final input files. We are also able to generate input files for different analysis tools, like
MCNP and Serpent, and automatically account for modeling options such as the discretization of
the fuel for increased fidelity of the temperature distribution and the isotopic evolution. The goal
of this work was to produce an accurate, maintainable model that can be used with current and
future reactor experiments fielded at the UWNR.

Measurements taken at the time of loading the fresh core can be used to benchmark the resultant
computational models, and determine a bias due to modeling approximations and/or nuclear data.
These measurements provide a basis for benchmarking both the MCNP and Serpent implemen-
tations. In addition, comparisons between the two implementations allow for further confidence
building in the resultant models. Finally, the ability to automatically change the modeling fidelity
provides a basis for understanding the level of fidelity that is required to capture the physical phe-
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nomena that dominate the evolution of the core.

4.3 Model Description

The UWNR model is constructed by utilizing a number of Python modules and scripts, managed
under revision control for quality assurance. Fundamental reactor dimensions and core config-
urations are clearly separated from the other files, referenced with their sources for clear data
provenance, and subject to the same review process in the revision control system. A minimum set
of fundamental data is established and the rest of the model is derived from these data for consis-
tency and transparency of changes on the model. As-built fuel composition data are provided by
CERCA1, and the raw measurements serve as input to compute descriptions of fresh fuel composi-
tion. Structural materials are built with the PyNE[3] built-in material library, based on a canonical
compendium of general materials.

4.3.1 Geometric Hierarchy

The UWNR’s geometry follows a natural hierarchy, in which the full facility model includes many
individual components as well as the reactor core itself. The core is arranged on a regular grid of
fuel bundles with control elements, and each grid position may contain a bundle of individual fuel
pins.

Overall geometry structures are categorized into the following 4 levels.

1. Pin level

• Master fuel pin: First entry of fuel pin map. Usually southeastern fuel pin of western-
most then northernmost fuel bundle. Central rod (Zr) + radially and axially discretized
active fuel region (UZrH1.6) + axially discretized active cladding region (SS304) +
top/bottom reflector (graphite) + top/bottom end fitting (SS304).

• Copy fuel pins: The rest of fuel pins. Identical geometry with master fuel pin, but
different material numbers, densities and universe number assigned.

2. Bundle level

• Fuel bundles: 2-D Cartesian lattice filled with four fuel pin universes + bottom adapter
universe.

• Bottom adapter: Adapter geometry holding fuel pins at the bottom (aluminum).
• Reflector elements: Reflector element in the scale of fuel bundles. Reflector meat

(graphite) + cladding (aluminum).

3. Core level

• Transient rod: Pneumatically actuated rod (B4C) for transient experiments located in
a special three-element fuel bundle at the core center, replacing southeastern fuel pin.
Guided through guide tube (aluminum).

1Subsidiary fuel fabrication vendor of AREVA, located in France
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• Control shrouds: Shrouds (aluminum) located between core regions to guide safety
blades and regulating blade. Each shroud makes east and west room for control blades.

• Safety blades: Three blade-type control elements made of poison meat (Boral) and
cladding (aluminum) located in east/west room of north shroud and east room of south
shroud.

• Regulating blade: A non-scrammable sheet welded to tubes on the vertical edges
(SS304) located in west room of south shroud. It is used to compensate for small
changes of reactivity during normal reactor operation.

• Core lattice: 2-D Cartesian lattices filled with fuel bundles and reflector elements. The
rest slots are filled with water.

• Core regions: Regions of core that holds core lattices or control shrouds.

4. Reactor level

• Reactor pool: Light water pool filling the volume between reactor core and concrete
shield.

• Thermal column: Experimental facility (graphite) to generate thermal neutrons, ex-
tended from the outside of the core through reactor pool and southern section of con-
crete shield to the outer wall of concrete shield.

• Beam ports: Experimental facility (SS304, aluminum) extended from the outside of
the core through reactor pool and concrete shield to the outer wall of concrete shield.

• Concrete shield: Biological shield (Portland concrete) surrounding reactor pool.

4.3.2 Core Configurations

Previous core model developed for LEU conversion in 2009 included an unforeseen excess reac-
tivity bias, resulting in an overestimate of core reactivity. As a result, the UWNR core was shuffled
from J21-R14 core to more compact K21-R6 core in 2011 in order to boost excess reactivity and
core lifetime. Figure 28 shows an x-y, top-down views of the two core configurations, including
fuel pins, reflector elements and control elements, as well as a view of the entire reactor, showing
the core, pool, thermal column, beam ports and biological shield.

As a converted MTR-type reactor, the fuel pins are arranged in 2x2 bundles. The core is typ-
ically loaded with 21 bundles. Fuel pins are presented with a variety of colors due to different
material numbers for burnup. Three safety blades are colored green, a regulating blade on the
bottom right is colored orange, reflector elements and thermal column are colored burgundy. Dark
beige represents water pool and yellow represents concrete shield.

4.3.3 Model Simplification

Due to modeling convenience, the following simplifications are applied to the UWNR model. It
was assumed that the impact of these simplifications on the model is trivial. Further quantification
of the impact is to be conducted for future analysis.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 28: UWNR core models: (a) J21-R14 core configuration, (b) K21-R6 core configuration,
(c) full reactor model.

The active region of a fuel pin is composed of three fuel slugs. The three slugs are modeled
with identical radii and heights, therefore having the same volume. Void gaps within fuel pins are
not modeled. Instead, fuel material densities adjacent to the gaps are smeared to fill the gaps while
keep the total mass constant.

The top adapter geometry is not modeled. Instead, constituent materials are approximately
integrated into top end fittings of four fuel pins in a bundle. The grid plate is not modeled as it was
expected to have low importance.

Transient rod bottom tips are not modeled in detail. Holes drilled in the sides of the guide tube
are not modeled. These holes allow for water displacement when the transient rod is fired out
during pulsing operation or dropped in response to a scram condition.

Details of handles and other minor parts of control shrouds, safety blades and regulating blades
are not modeled.

Aluminum cladding for gamma shield and thermal column is not modeled.

Concrete shield geometry is simplified to irregular right octagonal prism. Steps on outer walls
are not modeled.

Region outside of reactor pool and concrete shield is defined as graveyard, a zero-importance
volume where any particle entering is killed.

4.3.4 Fuel Slug Discretization

To support modeling the effects of non-uniform neutron flux along both the radial and axial direc-
tions of each fuel pin, the user is allowed to determine the number of radial and axial divisions for
each of the three fuel slugs in each fuel pin. Automation of this step introduces flexibility while
maintaining consistency and minimizing the opportunity for errors.

Figure 29 and Figure 30 represent the modeled geometry of a fuel pin with arbitrary radial
division, R, and axial division, A per fuel slug. In the figures, black strings represent the name of
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each surface, red numbers for the surface number and blue arrows for dimensions.

The number of radial and axial zones per fuel slug are limited by their product, 3×(R+1)×A ≤
99, to accommodate input file encodings. Here, 3 represents the number of fuel slugs in a fuel pin.
Note the reason for (R + 1) term instead of R is that cladding within fuel pin active region is also
discretized axially to enable the modeling of the activation of stainless steel.

The cell numbers of fuel pin active regions are incremented such that the radial segment varies
more rapidly than the axial segment. This is represented by the following equation for subregion
number determination: MM = R × NA + NR, where NR = 0, 1, 2, ..., (R − 1) indicates radial
segment and NA = 0, 1, 2, ..., (3× A− 1) indicates axial segment.
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Table 3: Component type identification by first digit of cell numbers.

First Digit Component Type
1 Pin active region, fuel
2 Pin active region, nonfuel
3 Reflector or water
4 Control elements
5 Structural components
6 Thermal column
7 Beam ports
9 Detectors

4.3.5 Input File Encodings

To facilitate human-readability of the ultimate input file, the cells and surfaces are numbered in a
manner that provides hints to their geometric location.

The first digit of a cell number indicates its component type in the model, as shown in Table 3.
This is generally true of surfaces as well.

Further, the number of digits in a cell number indicates where that cell falls in the geometric
hierarchy of the model, as follows.

1. Pin level: 7 digits.
2. Bundle level: 5 digits.
3. Core level: 3 digits.
4. Reactor level: 3 digits.

For each cell of a fuel pin, positional information is encoded in the 7 digit cell number. A
pattern [TRCPPMM] is given to cell numbers and described in detail in Table 4.

Table 4: Description of fuel pin cell number pattern.

Identifier Information Description
T Type 1: Active region, 2: Non-active region.
R Row Row position of including bundle.
C Column Column position of including bundle.
PP Pin Pin position within including bundle.

01: South East, 02: South West, 03: North West, 04: North East
MM Subregion 2-digit component number of subregion.

Similarly, the material identifiers for the fuel pins also encode additional information according
to the pattern, [IIIIIMM], as follows.
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• IIIII: the official 5-digit identification number of a fuel pin.

– 11655 - 11747: Standard fuel element.
– 11748 - 11751: Instrumented fuel element (IFE).

• MM: 2-digit component number of sub-pin region.

4.3.6 Level of Fuel Homogenization

There are four homogenization levels of fuel pin active region available for the model material.

• Uniform SAR

– Fuel materials are built from data given in UW Nuclear Reactor Safety Analysis Report
(SAR)[1].

– Given data: Nuclide density (atoms/barn-cm) for each nuclide and physical density
(g/cc) for each material.

– Additional amount of Er-166 was added to the fuel to preserve the reaction rate of the
remaining erbium isotopes, as the only erbium cross-sections available for use with
MCNP were Er-166 and Er-167 at the time of previous MCNP model.

– Erbium contents were found to be only 0.58 wt%.

• Slug-averaged

– Non-fuel materials are built from PyNE[3]’s pre-built material library based on Com-
pendium of Material Composition Data for Radiation Transport Modeling[10].

– Fuel materials are built from as-built fuel composition data provided by the vendor.
– Given data for each fuel slug: fuel identification number (5-digit number), position

within active fuel region (top/middle/bottom), H/Zr atom ratio (unitless), erbium weight
percent (wt%), carbon weight percent (wt%), total mass (g), uranium mass (g), U-235
mass (g).

– Slug densities are adjusted to allow for the modeling choice of uniform slug radius
and height, therefore uniform slug volume. Each slug density is calculated from mod-
eled uniform slug volume and given slug total mass. In this way, isotopic masses are
conserved with applied uniform slug volume.

– Axially discretized segments of active fuel regions are assigned as-built materials ac-
cording to their axial position. (N-to-1 mapping where N represents the number of fuel
segments per fuel slug)

– Provides the highest resolution for fuel material modeling.

• Pin-averaged

– From slug-averaged data, the averages of composition data from three fuel slugs of an
active fuel region are taken and re-assigned to the three slugs.

– Provides an intermediate level of homogenization between uniform SAR and slug-
averaged.
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Table 5: Fundamental values provided by as-built fuel composition data

Heading Nomenclature Description
Bundle Bundle number of corresponding pins

Pin Fuel ID number of a pin
Slug Slug section in a pin:’Top’, ’Middle’ or ’Bottom’

H/Zr atom ratio fa,H/Zr Atom ratio of hydrogen to zirconium atoms
Er wt% 100 · fm,Er Mass fraction of elemental erbium [%]
C wt% 100 · fm,C Mass fraction of elemental carbon [%]

Total mass mtot Total mass of a slug
Total U mass mU Total mass of uranium elements
U-235 mass mU235 Mass of uranium-235 isotope

• Core-averaged

– The averages of all as-built fuel composition data are taken and uniformly re-assigned
to all fuel slugs.

– Provides a way of comparing SAR data and as-built fuel composition data with uniform
distribution.

Note that the slug-averaged fuel material resolution is recommended since it most accurately
represents the UWNR fuel material distributions.

The impact of each level of fuel homogenization is currently being examined and will influence
the final, simplified model produced as part of a benchmark-evaluation effort.

4.3.7 As-Built Fuel Composition

Detailed as-fabricated material composition data for the new fuel pins became available as a result
of the LEU fuel conversion. This model makes full use of these data to accurately model the fuel
material of the UWNR.

The fuel used in the reactor is a UZrH1.6 composite (30% uranium by mass and just under 20%
enrichment) with average erbium loading of approximately 0.9 wt%.

The following composition data are given for each of the three slug sections in all fuel pins. This
data is included as a version-controlled comma-separated values (CSV) file in the code repository.

Notation

• fa,X/Y - atom ratio of component X to Y in a fuel slug,
• fm,X/Y - mass ratio of component X to Y in a fuel slug,
• fm,X - mass fraction of component X (i.e. mass ratio of X to total mass),
• mX - mass of component X in a fuel slug [g],
• MX - Atomic mass of component X [g/mol]
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In addition to this data from the vendor, three quantites are taken from the literature to represent
impurities:

• fm,U234/U235 : Industry accepted average value.
• fm,U236/U235 : Industry accepted average value.
• fm,Hf/Zr : Texas A&M University LEU Conversion Report [2].

The complete isotopic composition of the fuel is derived from these quantities. It is assumed
that provided masses are measured before the hydriding process. The following series of formulae
are established with the knowledge of appropriate stoichiometry of chemical reactions between
erbium, hydrogen, zirconium, and carbon during hydriding process. This formulation of composi-
tion calculation, coupled with the use of as-built fuel composition data, provides a greater level of
quality assurance.

mU234 = mU235 · fm,U234/U235 (1)
mU236 = mU235 · fm,U236/U235 (2)
mU238 = mU −mU235 −mU234 −mU236 (3)
mC = fm,C ·mtot (4)
mEr = fm,Er ·mtot (5)

mZr +mHf +mH = mtot −mU −mC −mEr (6)
mHf = mZr · fm,Hf/Zr (7)

mH = fm,H/Zr ·mZr = fa,H/Zr ·
MH

MZr

·mZr (8)

mZr =
(mtot −mU −mC −mEr)

(1 + fa,H/Zr · MH

MZr
+ fm,Hf/Zr)

(9)

4.4 Validation

4.4.1 Approach-To-Critical Experiment

One of the best available data sets for validation is a set of measurements taken at the time that
the fresh J21-R14 core was loaded in 2009. Following initial fuel loading, a criticality experiment
was performed and logged. This experiment was performed at low power (cold, clean core). This
experiment provided several critical bank heights to test the model against the actual core in various
configurations.

Starting with a single fuel bundle, reactor lab staff added bundles until the core achieved criti-
cality at (18 bundles). After achieving criticality, the staff continued adding fuel until all bundles
were in the core, recording the critical bank height in each configuration. Following the addition
of the last bundle, a single reflector was added. The worth of the reflector was tested in various
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positions in the core grid. Finally, the last reflectors were added over 4 steps. Again, for each
additional reflector configuration, the critical bank height was recorded. This procedure provided
21 unique core configurations, including fuel and reflector locations and critical bank heights, that
can be used to test the UWNR computational models.

Using an automated process, a set of input files with the 21 unique cases was generated based
on a minimal description of the core, namely the location of each fuel bundle and the height of the
control elements.

Figure 31 shows the reactivity bias from criticality calculated for each critical bank height by
MCNP and Serpent for different fuel material modeling resolution. For these calculations, both
MCNP and Serpent ran input files with 0.5 million neutrons per cycle, 20 inactive cycles and 80
active cycles. ENDF/B-VII.0 data library is used for material modeling at temperature of 293.6 K
for both MCNP and Serpent.

It is observed that generally there are consistent biases between results from MCNP and Serpent
across core configurations. Serpent results exhibited average of 144 pcm ± 22 pcm less reactivity
bias compared to MCNP results

Table 6 shows the average reactivity bias with its standard deviation for each material modeling
resolution and code used. Note that the greatest bias was observed in slug-averaged model which
was expected to be the most accurate, while the smallest bias was observed in uniform SAR model
which wasn’t based on as-built fuel compositions. Also note that core-averaged results which
come from the highest level of fuel homogenization lie in between slug-averaged and pin-averaged
results. Further study is being conducted in order to identify the source of this discrepancy between
expectation and observation.

A similar bias was first identified when the core was loaded, leading to a reloading of the
core in a different configuration(K21-R60). The MCNP model and nuclear data used at that time
exhibited a larger positive bias with clear trends that indicated an increasing bias as additional
bundles and reflector elements were loaded in the core. As a result of the improvements realized
in this modeling effort, most importantly the use of as-built material composition data and updated
cross-section sets, this bias has been slightly reduced and became more consistent across core
configurations. In addition, the magnitude of the bias appears to decline with addition of each new
bundle or reflector element.

4.4.2 Depletion History Tracking

Another available data set for validation is operation log data recorded by reactor operators. This
data set contains a variety of measurements including excess reactivity at both low power and full
power operation and burnup estimates for each date of measurement. This provides a reference to
be used for testing one of the major features of the UWNR model, fuel depletion history tracking
across different core configurations.

As of 2018, core burnup of UWNR was estimated to be approximately 75 MWd, while esti-
mated full core lifetime is approximately 1700 MWd. A simple depletion model was constructed
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Figure 31: MCNP results for 21 core configurations from the approach to critical data set.

Table 6: Summary of Approach-to-Critical experiment modeling results

Resolution Code Average Reactivity Bias [pcm]
Slug-averaged MCNP 1068 ± 56

Serpent 920 ± 52
Pin-averaged MCNP 755 ± 56

Serpent 611 ± 61
Core-averaged MCNP 897 ± 58

Serpent 761 ± 59
Uniform SAR MCNP 232 ± 66

Serpent 85 ± 75
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to simulate the recorded reactivity evolution with fuel depletion up to current state of the core. In
this model, it was assumed that the reactor was constantly operated with average power calculated
from burnup increment between measurements. To do this, a set of burnup estimates and reactivity
measurements is taken from operation log data as checkpoints for the model. Then, average power
levels between measurements were calculated by dividing burnup increment by duration between
the measurements. These average power levels along with durations were taken as burnup input in
MCNP input files. After an MCNP run with J21-R14 core configuration was completed, its output
file was parsed and depleted isotopic inventory was saved into a material library. A new MCNP in-
put file with K21-R6 core configuration was generated using the material library as material input,
and corresponding burnup input with average power levels and durations.

Figure 32 shows MCNP results with J21-R14 core (red) and K21-R6 core (blue) along with
measurements from operation log (black). For these simulations, MCNP ran input files with
100000 neutorns per cycle, 20 inactive cylces and 40 active cycles. Temperature was set to be
293.6 K and the control elements were fully withdrawn. It was observed that the depletion model
overestimates reactivity measurements by average of 1087 pcm ± 64 pcm. Note that the magnitude
of reactivity bias is comparable to that of reactivity bias observed in Section 4.4.1 slug-averaged
model, 972 pcm ± 48 pcm. Although the differences between simulations and measurements were
found to be significant, they seem to be relatively constant over the simulated domain. Note that
reactivity bias of J21-R14 core was parallel to that of K21-R6 core, indicating that shuffling of the
core was modeled well with the UWNR model.

It can be concluded that the UWNR model was successful in (1) reproducing the evolution of
reactivity with fuel depletion up to current state of the core despite the large reactivity bias, and (2)
modeling the shuffling of core configuration by updating depleted isotopic fuel inventory.

4.5 Analysis

4.5.1 Power Peaking Factor Map

Pin powers for UWNR’s 83 fuel pins in J21-R14 critical core configuration were estimated using
MCNP and Serpent by tallying the fission energy deposition in each fuel segment (1 radial and 3
axial segments per fuel slug) and summing over the cells in each pin. The power peaking factor
(PPF) for each fuel pin was calculated from these results and the two-dimensional (horizontal cross
section) PPF map for the MCNP results is shown in Figure 33a. The highest PPF is 1.63095 ±
0.00008 (1.64152 ± 0.00066 in Serpent), located at the center, adjacent to the transient rod (black
circle). In general, fuel pins located in outer regions have smaller PPF due to the lower neutron
flux in these regions. Fuel pins in the northern region of the core (left side of the diagram) have
smaller PPF than those in southern region due to the presence of the lower-worth regulating blade
located in southwest shroud.

To investigate further these PPF results, the single fuel pin with highest pin power identified
above was discretized into 3 radial 3 axial segments per fuel slug. The power for each segment
was calculated, as shown in Figure 33b, in which the left side represents the center-line of the fuel
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Figure 32: MCNP results for depletion history tracking.

and the right side represents the cladding. It is shown that the highest PPF is 2.45604 ± 0.00253,
located between middle and bottom axial zones and outermost radial zone. The region with the
lowest PPF is located near the fuel center-line and top of the pin. Since the control elements are
present in the top of the core, the power is suppressed there. In addition, the thermal neutron flux
peaks in outer fuel regions due to self-shielding, which leads to relatively smaller PPFs inside the
fuel.

The difference between Serpent results and MCNP results for both the 2-D PPF map of the core
and the R-Z PPF map of the highest power pin is shown in Figure 34a and Figure 34b, respectively.
The value is the subtraction of Serpent results from MCNP results. The largest difference of 2-D
PPF map also appears at the position near the control rod, indicating a largest relative difference
of 1%. The Serpent tends to have higher PPF than MCNP in hot regions and lower PPF in cold
regions. The R-Z PPF map also has the largest difference at high PPF fuel region, the relative
difference of which is around 0.5%. The overall PPFs in Serpent are slightly higher than MCNP.

These results can be translated into detailed map of fuel segment temperatures. Combined with
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Figure 33: Maps of Power Peaking Factors (PPFs) for the UWNR core from MCNP.

recently implemented temperature mapping feature of the UWNR model where each fuel segment
material can be modeled with its own temperature, these results will lead to a more accurate mod-
eling of the UWNR across different core configurations, and ultimately more accurate estimations
of fuel isotopic inventory up to present day.

4.5.2 Full-Core Burnup Estimation

Full-core lifetime burnup curves were estimated using MCNP (with the burn card) and Serpent,
as shown in Figure 35. In this estimation, the K21-R6 core with fresh fuel composition was burned
at 1 MW power up to 1800 MWd. All control elements were fully withdrawn from the core. Fuel,
Zr rod, cladding and control element materials were modeled at 600 K, with S(α, β) tables at 600
K in the fuel, and the rest modeled at 293.6 K. For the MCNP results, the uncertainties of the
reactivity is typically ∼13 pcm at each burnup step with 1 million neutrons per cycle, 20 inactive
cycles and 40 active cycles. For the Serpent results, the uncertainties of the reactivity is ∼20 pcm
at each burnup step with 100000 neutrons per cycle, 50 inactive cycles and 250 active cycles.
Figure 35 exhibits expected burnup trends: a rapid reduction of reactivity due to the formation of
xenon and other fission product poisons, followed by an increase of reactivity due to depletion of
the erbium poison. It also shows that MCNP and Serpent results match very well until 600 MWd,
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Figure 34: PPF difference between MCNP and Serpent results.

beyond which divergence is being examined.

Compared with full power reactivity measurements from operation log data, the UWNR model
was found to have hot excess reactivity bias of ∼175 pcm. However, it was relatively successful
in reproducing the evolution of hot excess reactivity up to first 70 MWd of core burnup.

4.6 Impact of Temperature in a Spatially Discretized Fuel Pin

To predict reactivity as a function of burnup accurately was already shown to require a sufficient
level of spatial discretization and proper fuel temperatures. Of course, for all but the lowest-power
conditions, reactor fuel is subject to a temperature distribution that also varies radially and axially.
Hence, a spatial discretization must be selected that captures both effects adequately.

Consequently, a systematic study was performed using a single, representative, square-pitch
unit cell to understand the expected reactivity bias as a function of radial or axial discretization.
The single-element model was defined by importing appropriate data from the main UWNR model
scripts. For all cases, the power was set to 18.5 W, consistent with the of UWNR at 1 MW [1]. The
results will help guide which discretization to select for production-level runs aimed at defining a
best-estimate, model for the present core.
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Figure 35: Full-core lifetime burnup estimation.

To understand the impact of radial-dependent material evolution and temperature feedback on
reactivity bias for UWNR, a model with infinite length on z axis, equal-volume division in radial
fuel zone was performed. Two studies were performed. The first used a fixed, average fuel temper-
ature of 566 K, which is the average temperature corresponding to a center-line temperature of 763
K at a power of 1 MW. A second study applied an idealized, quadratic temperature profile with the
same, average fuel temperature. Throughout, the coolant temperature was set to 300 K. For both
studies, the fuel was divided into 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 or 49 equal-volume regions, with the 49-region case
used as the reference case. For the temperature-dependent study, each material was defined using
the appropriate volume-averaged temperature for the corresponding cell.

Figure 36a shows the reactivity bias (k∞− k∞,ref)/k∞,ref of different radial discretizations with
uniform fuel temperature, while the effects of variable temperature are shown in Figure 36b. The
uniform-temperature results indicate that the bias depends strongly on the radial flux profile and
increases with burnup. Application of a variable temperature profile does not appear to impact
the bias significantly, indicating the material evolution dominates the bias. This observation is in
contrast to those made previously for TRIGA fuel without Er burnable poison[5]. Overall, the
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reactivity bias becomes statistically insignificant when at least four radial regions are applied.
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(a) 2D unit cell, uniform fuel temperature.
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(b) 2D unit cell, variable fuel temperature.
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(c) 3D unit cell, uniform fuel temperature.
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(d) 3D unit cell, variable fuel temperature.

Figure 36: Single pin reactivity bias
A similar analysis was performed based on a 3-D fuel element unit cell. Again, two studies were

completed, one based on a single, uniform temperature through the fuel region, and one based on an
imposed fuel-temperature distribution. The temperature distribution applied was constant radially
and followed a cosine shape axially, consistent with the model previously used [5].

For both studies, each fuel slug in the 3-D fuel-element model was divided evenly into 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 8, 12, and 16 regions. The 16-region cases served as the reference. Unique fuel materials
were assigned to each fuel region and set to the appropriate temperature. As for the 2-D studies,
the cladding and coolant were again set to 408 K and 300 K respectively.

Shown in Figs. 36c and 36d are the reactivity biases for the uniform- and variable-temperature
cases, respectively. For the uniform-temperature case, the bias varies with the number of regions,
confirming an axially-dependent material evolution and power distribution. The inclusion of vari-
able temperature leads to larger biases than does material evolution alone; consider, in particular,
the 100 pcm at zero burnup with just one region per slug. To eliminate biases associated with an
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axial temperature distribution, at least 4 axial divisions per slug are recommended.

4.6.1 Steady-state Measurements
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Two types of steady-state experiments were performed: flux-shaping and multi-power experi-
ments. The flux-shaping experiments were conducted at a reactor power of 100 kW, with one con-
trol element fully withdrawn and the other four control elements kept at the same height. Therefore,
the transient rod, three control blades, and regulating blades were fully withdrawn respectively, in
one (or more than one) of the C1, C2, C1* C2* core configurations. Similarly, multi-power ex-
periments were performed for each configuration at the reactor power of 100kW, 300kW, 500kW,
400kW, 200kW in sequence, with all control elements kept at the same height to yield an evenly
distributed flux over the reactor core.

MCNP results were generated to be compared with the steady-state experimental results. The
experiment was designed to use foil activation results to provide a calibration for each MPFD wand.
However, as the foil activation results are not available yet, an MCNP calculation was performed
with an MPFD wand modeled at location D67. The flux in each node position was tallied to get
the estimated flux for a pseudo calibration. A simple ratio to compare the modeled results to the
experiment results can be calculated as defined in Eq. (11):

Rshwon = Rmeas ·
Cmcnp

Cmeas

(10)

A selected multi-power test result with a reactor power of 100 kW for C1/C2 configuration is
displayed in Fig.57. There were obvious problems with M2 and M7, on which 3 out of 4 MPFDs
did not work properly. Also, there was systematic difference in M4 predictions comparing to
MCNP results. M3 and M6 appeared to have the best performance comparing to other wands. The
MCNP uncertainties are around 4% to 5%. Another multi-power test RTD results with 100kW for
C1* and C2* configuration are shown in Fig.58.

These results serve only as an example. The data for these (and all other) measurements are
contained in a version-controlled repository. Evaluation of other configurations, including auto-
mated processing scripts to convert raw counts to estimated fluxes (or flux-equivalents) is ongoing
and will be the subject of future publications.
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Even Bank Multi-Power Test with 100 kW for C1/C2 Configurations

TRProb M1(C1)
MCNP Experi.
6.46e11 5.30e11
1.18e12 0.94e11
1.36e12 2.20e12
7.67e11 N.A.

Prob M2(C1)
MCNP Experi.
5.65e11 N.A.
1.21e12 N.A.
1.13e12 6.00e11
7.01e11 N.A.

Prob M3(C1)
MCNP Experi.
5.42e11 5.37e11
1.03e12 1.41e12
1.10e12 1.13e12
6.08e11 6.69e11

Prob M4(C1)
MCNP Experi.
2.93e11 1.55e11
5.79e11 3.01e11
7.67e11 5.07e11
4.62e11 3.14e11

Prob M6(C1)
MCNP Experi.
5.72e11 5.78e11
1.12e12 1.20e12
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MCNP Experi.
4.32e11 N.A.
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Figure 37: Even bank Multi-power test with 100 kW for C1/C2 core configurations.
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RTD Results of Even Bank Multi-Power Test with 100 kW for C1*/C2* Configurations

TR

Prob R1(C1*)
CH0: 25.76
CH1: 26.28
CH2: 27.71
CH3: 28.33
CH4: 29.31
CH5: 30.10

Prob R1(C1*)
CH0: 26.08
CH1: 26.83
CH2: 27.48
CH3: 28.82
CH4: 29.76
CH5: 30.79

Prob R1(C1*)
CH0: 25.81
CH1: 26.94
CH2: 29.06
CH3: 30.67
CH4: 31.24
CH5: 31.30

Prob R1(C2*)
CH0: 25.71
CH1: 27.30
CH2: 28.24
CH3: 29.44
CH4: 30.59
CH5: 31.04

Prob R1(C2*)
CH0: 26.19
CH1: 26.68
CH2: 26.67
CH3: 28.55
CH4: 29.32
CH5: 30.60

Prob R1(C2*)
CH0: 25.81
CH1: 26.71
CH2: 28.86
CH3: 30.90
CH4: 31.58
CH5: 32.55

Figure 38: Even bank Multi-power test with 100 kW for C1/C2 core configurations.
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4.6.2 Transient Measurements

4.7 Proteus Modeling

Proteus[16] UWNR model work is implemented based on original UWNR MCNP6[4] / Serpent2
[9] model. The inputs of a Proteus model consist of four types of Proteus files: .assignment file,
.anlxs file, .ASCII file and .inp file. The .anlxs file defines the cross sections of different types
of materials in the Proteus model. The .ASCII file is the ASCII format mesh file that defines the
UWNR geometry as well as the mesh in the geometry. The .assignment file assigns the material
defined in .anlxs file to the volumes defined in .ASCII file; The .inp file is the driver file of the
other three and it has all the tally information and meshing parameters.

Implementation of the Proteus UWNR model can be broken down into three major steps:

1. Generate the mesh.
2. Generate the material cross sections.
3. Link the material cross sections to correct volume regions.

In the first step, the UWNR MCNP6 model is converted to a CAD file in Trelis[7], in which
the UWNR CAD model is meshed and exported as an Exodus format mesh file. Then the Exodus
mesh file will be converted to an ASCII format mesh file that Proteus can read and use. The
Proteus cross section information will all come from the UWNR Serpent2 model. Serpent2 model
will generate the cell-wise homogenized cross sections for each cell in the model, that is the volume
in the mesh file, and then can be used to define the .anlxs file for Proteus. Once the relationship
between the MCNP cell numbers and Trelis mesh volume numbers, the relationship between the
material numbers and the volume numbers are known, the third step is to assign each material to
the corresponding volume regions in the mesh file.

4.7.1 MCNP to Trelis

The MCNP input file can be imported and converted to Trelis CAD file using Svalinn DAGMC-
Trelis mcnp2cad [6], which is designed and developed by Computational Nuclear Engineering
Research Group(CNERG) from University of Wisconsin-Madison. The plugin will produce a CAD
file in Trelis which has exactly the same geometry as the MCNP input file defines. Comparing to
MCNP script, the CAD file has two additional volumes that need to be removed: one is the large
boundary box that comes from the plugin by default, and the outside region beyond the outside
boundary defined in MCNP. The UWNR CAD file converted from MCNP after removing those
two additional volumes is shown in Figure 39.

Except for the UWNR CAD model, the MCNP cell numbers and material numbers will also
be passed to Trelis. Each volume number in Trelis refers to a cell in MCNP model. The volume
number is linked to the MCNP cell number in the following way: in Groups, there is a group called
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Figure 39: UWNR CAD file in Trelis

imp.n 1, containing all cells that have neutron importance, which normally are all of the cells in
the model. The subsets of imp.n 1 are bodies with the name of MCNP ID # which indicates the
cell number in MCNP, and equivalently a body ID in the Trelis. The subset of the body is the
volume. In most of the cases, one body in Trelis only has one volume in it, but there are only two
exceptions: the two surrounding water cells in two control shrouds, which are multi-volume bodies
and consist of two volumes in each.

4.7.2 Conversion

Trelis CAD file will be saved in Exodus format, and it is then converted to ASCII format using
ExodusConverter.x file in Proteus package. The boundary will be automatically applied to the
mesh file by sideset defined in Trelis model. However the boundary condition needs to be assigned
in the Proteus .inp file.
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4.7.3 Proteus Cross Section File

The UWNR Serpent model has exactly the same geometry definition and material names as UWNR
MCNP model. Also Serpent has a capability of calculating group constants homogenized in uni-
verses, which include the reaction cross sections Proteus requires. Therefore, to get the material
cross sections for each volume in Proteus model, one unique universe needs to be created in Serpent
to represent a cell filled with a material.

In the Python script that produces the UWNR model[11], a new option –proteus has been added
to create the UWNR Serpent model with additional universes that Proteus requires. The geometry
of new Serpent model stays the same while the way of defining cells has been reconstructed. The
new model creates an extra cell with identical surface combinations for each cell filled with a
material. The additional cell has a cell name of C+[original cell number], a universe name of
M + [original cell number] and is filled with the same material. The original cell instead will be
filled with the new cell’s universe. Therefore, the filling universe has exactly the same geometry as
the original cell, and the cross sections will be cell-wise homogenized cross sections for the filling
material.

After running the Serpent file, the output will be parsed and written to a .anlxs that meets the
Proteus format requirement.

4.7.4 Material Assignment File

Trelis has a built-in Python interpreter and has many Python cubit functions that can provide a lot
of model information. Therefore, a Python script Trelis vol to cell.py was created to build the
relationship between the Trelis volume numbers and MCNP cell numbers. All volume numbers in
UWNR Trelis model can be provided by the function cubit.get entities, and all volumes can know
the owning body name by using cubit.get owning body. All volume numbers can be associated
with the owning body names by saving into a dictionary and being passed to other functions to
make the Trelis .assignment file. Since the cross sections defined in the .anlxs file are macroscopic
cell-wise homogenized cross sections, the material properties such as temperature and density are
already accounted for. Thus the material densities in the .assignment file are all set to be 1 g/cm3.

4.7.5 Trelis Meshing

The UWNR model is an extremely large and complicated model in Trelis, therefore the auto-
meshing scheme does not work properly for all mesh regions. In general, there are two types of
meshing problems:

1. tiny regions and curves.
2. complicated volumes that disabled the sweeping.

The first one comes from the small geometry regions in the model. To resolve this type of
issue, the regions or curves need to be either merged or removed. The second issue requires proper
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Model k∞
Serpent 1.35566 ± 0.0007
MCNP 1.35536 ± 0.0019
Proteus 1.35560

Table 7: UWNR single element modeling results

decomposition of the complicated volume regions in the UWNR model. The sweeping scheme
requires the relationship between the sweeping source surface and the sweeping target surface to
be of either one-to-one or many-to-one type. However, in many volumes, the sweeping cannot be
applied because the source and target are many-to-many. To resolve this issue, the volume has to
be decomposed into smaller ones such that the sweeping from one surface to another meets the
one-to-one or many-to-one requirement.

A simple UWNR single-pin model has been built to understand one main issue in decomposi-
tion. The auto-meshing scheme in Trelis will only mesh the cylinders, and is not able to mesh the
coolant region, which is everything inside the box and outside the largest cylinder. To fix the issue
manually, the box region must be decomposed into three smaller regions: the box region above the
top of cylinders, the region below the bottom of the cylinders and the rest of the box. Therefore
the sweeping from bottom to top will be one-to-many, one-to-one, and many-to-many respectively.
One more thing that has been causing the issue is that the cylinders need to be cut by plane of
x = 0, though no bug or error message is passed by Trelis without doing that, and the sweep in
the cylindrical region will be from inside to outside. The last thing is to set the boundary for the
mesh. The sideset will be a union of all box surfaces and the reflective boundary condition will be
applied to Protues scripts in the .inp file.

Table 7 is the calculated results from three different models. The mesh size of the Proteus model
was set to 0.1 cm and the 2-energy group structures(thermal and fast) were used for material cross
sections. The Proteus result matched the other Monte Carlo models pretty well within a difference
of less then 100 pcm.

Further, the large UWNR model in Trelis has been simplified and anything beyond the bare core
region has been removed for easier meshing, including the concrete, beam ports, thermal columns
etc, as shown in Figure 41. The fuel pins in the bare core model are decomposed and meshed in
the way mentioned above. The meshing scheme were chosen to be TetMesh in Trelis to better
deal with small and curved regions, such as the control blade regions. The bare core meshing and
corresponding meshing quality are shown in Figure 42a and Figure 42b respectively. Even though
the bare core meshing works fine, there are a lot of volume decomposition involved and a lot of
new volumes have to be created to enable valid sweeping in meshing. Therefore, the newly created
volumes need to be recorded and assigned with correct materials in .anlxs file. The current Python
script does not have the functionality to capture such newly created volumes and corresponding
material assignment, therefore further work needs to be done to enable full core model working in
Proteus.
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Figure 40: Single pin Trelis meshing

4.7.6 Proteus Issues Encountered

Most of the issues in Proteus modeling come from the UWNR Trelis meshing. As the 3-D UWNR
Trelis model was not built from scratch, the Trelis mcnp-plugin is the tool to convert the current
UWNR MCNP model to Trelis model to be meshed later on. Significant time was spent working
with Patrick Shriwise (a main developer of mcnp2cad) regarding to the mcnp-plugin. One big issue
we have overcome together is that mcnp2cad was not able to convert the cells filled with universe
lattices via the trcl keyword and it caused the left region and right region of the core missing.
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Figure 41: Bare core Trelis model

(a) Bare core 3-D meshing. (b) Bare core meshing quality.

Figure 42: Bare core meshing
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5 Experimental Campaign

5.1 Preparing for Deployment

As was previously reported, the basic MPFD required a thorough redesign effort to improve the
overall signal strength and acquisition. The original design was inherited from past work funded
through INL via the NEET program. Because the past design was intended for single-node oper-
ation, the extension to muli-node designs as required for the present work necessitated an unex-
pected amount of development work for a project of this size. In addition, testing was planned of
all 7 probes constructed prior to deployment at UWNR. Unfortunately, the delays in construction
coupled with an unexpected shutdown of the KSU reactor facility made a complete testing and
debugging of the system impossible. Presented in this report is a summary of the redesign of the
MPFDs and the testing done at KSU prior to deployment at UWNR.

5.1.1 Overview of Redesign

Previous versions of the MPFD wand utilized pressure rated Lemo connectors designed to keep a
water tight seal for the electrical feedthrough (see Figure 43). During calibration testing at KSU,
these plugs proved unreliable and unable to stop water infiltration into the plug causing electrical
shorting and loss of sensitivity.

Figure 43: Lemo W connector with 8 pin pass-through.

An alternate design was proposed in order to increase the robust nature of the wand. The new
design eliminated the use of the Lemo connectors and opted for a direct solder connection between
the anodes and cathode to the cable. Loctite stycast 2651-40 was employed to seal around joints
to prevent gas leakage and water infiltration (see Figure 44).

This modification improved detector reliability and reduced failure rate, but a more reliable
method of electrical signal pass-through was needed. The final modification made on the MPFD
wands before deployment at UWNR was to add a Conax fitting to form a pressure tight and water
tight seal between the titanium wires in the MPFD titanium enclosure and the flexible 6-conductor
cable that connects the MPFD wand to the preamplifier, (see Figure 45). On the detector side of
the connection, the Kapton-insulated copper wires on the Conax fitting were attached to the central
cathode and four anode wires by filling a small diameter stainless steel sleeve with conductive silver
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Figure 44: Modified MPFD wand design without Lemo connectors.

epoxy and inserting one of the titanium wires of the MPFD and the corresponding Kapton-insulated
wire that feeds through the Conax fitting. The epoxy was cured overnight at approximately 100C.
Silver epoxy was used to make the connection because titanium is not readily soldered. Any
titanium wires exposed in the MPFD wand above the silica insulators were individually wrapped
in PTFE heat shrink tubing. Above the Conax fitting, the Kapton-insulated feedthrough wires were
simply soldered to the correct wire on the long six-conductor cable. The solder connection was
covered in heat-shrink tubing to prevent shorting between adjacent wires. This set of connections
was then placed inside a series of Swagelok fittings which was then backfilled with Stycast non-
conductive epoxy to prevent any water from entering the topside of the fitting when the MPFDs
were deployed. After the Conax was installed, air from the MPFD wand was removed with a
vacuum pump and replaced with high-purity Argon.

Figure 45: Modified MPFD wand design without Lemo connectors.
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5.1.2 Testing Procedure and Observed Issues at KSU

After the MPFD wands had been refabricated they were placed in the primary vessel of the TRIGA
Mk II nuclear reactor at KSU and allowed to soak overnight. The resistance between all electrodes
in the MPFD wand was measured. Elevated noise was noticed on any node exhibiting resistance
less than 5 G between electrodes.. We believe the reduced resistance was caused by either (1)
water seeping around the Stycast sealed fitting through imperfections in the epoxy to the solder
connection between the cable and the Conax fitting, (2) improperly cured Stycast epoxy within the
fitting near the solder connection, (3) water that had previously seeped into the 6-conductor cable
during previous deployments draining down the now vertically strung cable and collecting near the
solder connections. If reduced resistance was observed, the MPFD wand was removed, and the
connections were separated, dried, and re-connected.

MPFD wand 3 was the first wand to be characterized at the KSU reactor. It was inserted
into core in flux port C, and qualitative measurements were performed to determine the detector
response as function of reactor power. In pulse mode the MPFDs showed good sensitivity starting
at approximately 10 kW, but at 100 kW oscillatory-like noise dominated the signal, (see Figure 46).
The detectors continued to show more noise as reactor power increased. We discovered the root
of the unwanted signal stemmed from the capacitive coupling of all four MPFD nodes through
the shared cathode, and the capacitive coupling manifested in low frequency noise seen on all
channels. This problem was fixed by inserting a 250 kHz high-pass filter between the preamplifier
and amplifier in the signal processing electronics (see Figure 46).

Figure 46: Measurements performed with MPFD wand in pulse mode at 100 kW reactor power.
The purple line is the preamplifier input to the amplifier, and the green line is the amplifier output.
(Left) Signal without the high-pass filter. (Right) Signal with the 250 kHz high-pass filter. The
high-pass filter blocks the low frequency undulations and allows the neutron pulses to be mea-
sured..

MPFD wand 3 was replaced with MPFD wand 1 and the following calibration procedure was
performed at the KSU reactor with the wand inserted into flux port C. Background pulse height
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spectra were collected for each node with the rector powered off. The lower level discriminator
(LLD) was set 4X above the peak noise channel in the pulse height spectrum for each node. The
reactor power was increased to 100 kW with cooling pumps off. Two-minute duration pulse height
spectra were collected for each node, and the results are plotted in Figure 47. Next, pulse mode
linearity measurements were performed. The reactor power was stepped through 100, 200, 300,
400, and 500 kW followed by a scram to shut down. Figure 48 shows the results for the pulse
mode linearity experiment with the reactor strip chart recording normalized to the MPFD nodes at
100 kW for each node. Nodes 0, 1, and 2 track the reactor power well, and node 3 over-responded
to reactor power at 400 kW and 500 kW. A current-mode linearity test was performed where the
MPFD was operated in current mode and the reactor stepped through power levels of 100, 300, and
500 kW followed by shutdown. The results are shown in Figure 49 where the count rate at 100 kW
for each node was normalized to 100 kW power and plotted against the strip chart recorded data.
Note that reactor cooling was activated during the 500 kW power level and no noise signatures
were detected.

Only MPFD wand 1 was fully characterized before the UWNR deployment due to an unplanned
reactor outage. MPFD wands 2 through 7 only received electrical resistance testing and baseline
noise readings.

Figure 47: Pulse height spectra of MPFD-1 nodes at 100 kw in pulse mode.
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Figure 48: Pulse mode linearity results for MPFD wand 1. The strip chart data was normalized to
the node count rate at 100 kW for each node.

5.2 Deployment at UWNR

From 7/23/2018 to 8/1/2018, a team from KSU visited UWNR for deployment of an array of
MPFD and RTD probes. Upon insertion, a number of pre-planned operations were conducted that
included calibration measurements and several multi-probe steady-state and transient experiments.
In this section, the series of experiments conducted is summarized, and issues related to the de-
ployment are noted. The actual measurements recorded from each experiment are summarized
below.

5.2.1 Testing and Calibration Experiments

Because testing at KSU was interrupted by delays and an unplanned reactor maintenance, all arrays
required thorough testing at UWNR prior to any other experiments involving the probes. Testing
required assessing the environment noise to set discriminator and other electronics settings prop-
erly.

Seven MPFD wands were unpackaged and fitted with upper and lower stabilizer fittings. A
hole in upper stabilizer fitting mated with a peg on the top of the fuel bundle and the wedge of
the bottom stabilizer rested between adjacent fuel bundles to hold the MPFD wand in place. For
all measurements, the diffuser was turned off, because the water currents created by the diffusers
caused the tops portion of the MPFD wand above the fuel bundle to bend significantly. It was
feared that this motion would induce noise in the detector or damage the internal components.
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Figure 49: Current mode linearity results for MPFD wand 1. The count rate for each node while
the reactor was at 100 kW was normalized to 100 kW and plotted against the reactor strip chart
recorder data.

The first measurements performed with the MPFDs was individual wand calibration. A single
wand was inserted into position D67, and the detector signal was checked to ensure adequate
grounding. If the signal on the oscilloscope showed significant noise the ground between the
preamplifier, detector, and reactor was adjusted to reduce the noise. A schematic of the supporting
electronics is shown in Figure 50 and the supporting electronics settings were adjusted to the
following:

Mode Pulse
Bias 400 V
Gain 12

Shaping Time 1 µs
Sample Rate 250 ms

BLR Threshold 4000

Figure 50: MPFD supporting electronics arrangement.
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A pulse height spectrum was collected for each MPFD node with the reactor at zero power.
The highest channel number in the pulse height spectrum registering background noise counts was
recorded and converted to a minimum LLD setting using the previously determined channel-to-
voltage-pulse conversion coefficient. Next, the reactor was started up and the power was increased
until 100 kW was reached. A pulse height spectrum of the shaper amplifier output was collected
for each node using and Ortec Easy-MCA and MAESTROTM software. During the pulse height
spectrum measurements, the LLD setting on the MPFD LabView software was adjusted between
1.0X and 2.5X the minimum LLD setting for post analysis on the linearity of the conversion be-
tween pulse height spectra channel number and LLD voltage setting on the LabView software.
After the pulse height spectrum data had been collected, the pulse mode linearity test was per-
formed. A final LLD was set for the wand based on the noise level and neutron sensitivity and
the LLD setting was stored in the operations log. The reactor stepped through power levels of 300
kW, 500 kW, 400 kW, 200 kW, and shutdown. Each power level was held at steady state for three
minutes before continuing on to the next power level. After the Pulse Mode Linearity test was
completed the detector was reconfigured to operate in current mode. For current mode, a current
sensitive preamplifier was used that limits the applied bias to 200 V, and the high-pass filter was
removed. A current mode linearity test was performed where the power levels were adjusted to
100 kW, 300 kW, 500 kW, 400 kW, 200 kW, shutdown with each power level held at steady state
for three minutes. The detector wand was then removed from the core, and the entire calibration
procedure was repeated for the remaining MPFD wands.

In addition to the the MPFDs, each of three, 6-node RTD probes were inserted into the reactor
pool and connected via LabJack peripherals and USB to a laptop situated in the control room.
All RTDs registered accurate pool temperatures, indicating proper function. All three probes had
been previously tested at KSU. Upon completion of the MPFD single-probe calibrations, two of
the three RTDs were inserted into the same test location D67 and operated at 100 kW, 300 kW,
500 kW, 400 kW, and 200 kW in order to capture temperatures to which each MPFD probe was
subjected. These RTDs had previously been tested at KSU using an ad-hoc calibration in the
reactor pool along with a previously calibrated device.

5.2.2 Foil Activation

In addition to the single-probe testing, mock-up probes loaded with foils at the same axial locations
as MPFDs were irradiated. For this foil activation experiment, it was important to select a set of
foils that would provide the most information about the in-core spectrum. In order to accomplish
this, a study was done to determine the regions of highest response for several foils and their
reaction. This involved taking a representative flux spectrum and multiplying it with the cross
section to produce an energy dependent reaction rate. Then, this reaction rate was integrated over
energy to find the 5% and 95% cutoff for the response. This region is considered the region of
interest (ROI) for that particular foil. The goal of the foil selection process then, was to select a
set of foils whose collective ROIs covered the entire range of in-core neutrons. Also taken into
account was a particular foils halflife, as foils with too short a halflife will decay before they were
able to be counted.
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A total of five foils were selected for the experiment. Indium (In), Gold (Au), and Molybdenum
(Mo) were selected because of their thermal response, each featuring a large, unique resonance
that delivered information from the lowest energies, all the way up to, in the case of Mo, around
0.1 MeV. These foils also allowed for the provision of additional responses through the use of
Cadmium (Cd) covering. This process would filter thermal neutrons up to 0.4 eV, isolating that
foils particular resonance and shifting the ROI across higher energies.

Rhodium (Rh) and Aluminum (Al) were selected for their importance in the fast region. Ex-
hibiting a nearly flat response across 1-10 MeV, Rh provides good coverage in the fast region,
while Al’s response peaks sharply around 10 MeV, isolating the fastest part of the spectrum. These
features are shown in Figure 51.

Figure 51: Foil selection and coverage for an illustrative TRIGA-reactor spectrum (in solid black).

For the experiment, selected foils were cut and weighed. These weights can be seen in the table
at the bottom of this document. Then, mock-up MPFD wands were created and the foils were
inserted into the wands nodes. First, each node was created using two sets of disks and spacers,
constructed from alumel. The foil was placed within the spacers and then titanium wire was fed
through the holes in the outside of the node and twisted shut, as is shown below in Figure 52.

Four nodes were constructed for each wand and strung along four titanium wires, each separated
from the others with silica spacers. Shown in Figure 53 are the completed internals for a single
wand.

For each wand, the wand was loaded into the reactor and then irradiated at 100 kW(th) for a
prescribed time. Then, the wands were allowed to cool for an amount of time and finally the foils
were extracted from each wand and counted using an HPGE. The Mo, Mo(Cd), Al, and Rh foils
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Figure 52: Locking of foil chambers.

Figure 53: Mock-up wand internals.

were each irradiated for 30 minutes. The remaining foils (Au and In with and without Cd) were
irradiated for 5 minutes. After cooling, the foils were counted using two HPGE counting stations
at UWNR, and the activities at the time of counting were calculated using a function built in to
the data acquisition software for all but the Rh foil. This was due to Rh not being in the pre-built
library of gamma emitters. All measurements are reported in a separate report.

5.2.3 Multi-Probe Configurations and Experiments

Shown in Figure 54 is the basic layout of UWNR and the locations in which probes can be inserted.
A total of 7 MPFDs and 3 RTDs were included in the deployment. Prior safety analysis included
just 7 probes in total for any configuration, and, hence, all configurations were limited to 7 probes.
Because one MPFD probe (number 5) was deemed inoperable during testing, configurations used
included either 6 MPFD probes and 1 RTD probe or 4 MPFD probes and 3 RTD probes.

To provide coverage of the whole core, two basic configurations were defined, as illustrated
in Figure 55. The basic configurations were denoted by C1 and C2 (see Figure 55 left and right,
respectively). Configurations C1 and C2 are basically mirror images of each other across the core.
Two modified configurations C1* and C2* included 3 RTD probes instead of 1 probe.

The following sequence of steps summarizes the experiments performed over several days:

1. Inserted 6 MPFD probes and 1 RTD probe into C1 configuration.
2. Operated at 100, 300, 500, 400, 200 kW each for 10 minutes in the C1 configuration with

uniform control insertion (i.e., all blades at equal height).
3. Performed flux-gradient (or ”shape”) experiments. For each control element (1, 2, 3, R, and
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Figure 54: Schematic of UWNR core with 13 possible probe/wand locations identified.

T), the element was fully withdrawn. Then, all others were placed at the critical height for
100 kW. Counted for 10 minutes.

4. Performed three ramp experiments in C1 ramps at 50, 30, and 20 seconds. Counted for
approximately 3 minutes, recording control positions via iPhone camera. The 50, 30, and
20-second ramps were controlled by blades 1, 2, and 3 respectively. For the 50- and 30-
second periods, a bit of blade 2 and blade 1 were needed, respectively, to account for thermal
feedback. Final powers were 500, 400, and 400 kW, respectively.

5. Switched to configuration C1*.
6. Repeated multi-power experiment, counting for just 5 minutes.
7. Repeated blade 1 shape experiment. Counted for 5 minutes, and recorded all fuel tempera-

tures (5 working channels) at half-way point.
8. Performed ramp with 50-second period. Again, recorded with iPhone camera.
9. Switched to configuration C2*.

10. Repeated multi-power experiment, counting for just 5 minutes.
11. Repeated blade 2 shape experiment. Counted for 5 minutes, and recorded all fuel tempera-

tures (5 working channels) at half-way point.
12. Performed ramp with 30-second period. Again, recorded with iPhone camera. Blade 2 used,

with a bit of blade 1. Power was 400 kW.
13. Square wave to 500 kW. Started at 300 W. Counted for 5 minutes.
14. Switched to configuration C2.
15. Repeated multi-power experiment, counting for 5 minutes.
16. Repeated blade 3, blade 4, and transient rod shape experiment. 5 minute counts. Recorded

temperatures at half-way point. 100 kW.
17. Performed ramp with 20-second period to 400 kW using blade 3. 5 minutes count. Recorded
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Figure 55: Two configurations used for all experiments.

with iPhone.
18. Performed square waves to 250, 500, and 1000 kW (from 300 W). Held for 3 minutes.
19. Performed pulses at 1.0% ρ, 1.2% ρ, and 1.382% ρ.
20. Switched to configuration C1.
21. Performed pulses at 1.0% ρ, 1.2% ρ, and 1.382% ρ.

Throughout the campaign, all data was backed up on local storage and committed to a remote
repository hosted by GitHub. Additions were subject to peer review using “pull requests.” Each
day, the students in charge of each experiment added the data, and the PI was responsible for re-
viewing and suggesting changes related to file names, scoping analysis scripts, etc. Notes from the
experiment, reactor logs, and console video recordings have been archived for future evaluation.

5.3 Analysis of UWNR Steady-state and Transient Reaction-Rate Measure-
ments

5.3.1 Single-Probe Tests
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Both pulse mode and current mode were performed in the single probe test experiments for
MPFD signal linearity analysis. After loading the raw experimental data, the count rates of each
MPFD detector on each wand were averaged over each reactor power plateau(100kW, 300kW,
500kW, 400kW, 200kW), then processed using least-square linear fit. The fitted curves are shown
in Fig.56. Each MPFD probe was selected to be working under either current mode or pulse mode
according to its experimental stability and linearity behavior. Wand 5 did not work properly in the
experiment so no further tests were made using wand 5. MPFDs on Wand 3, wand 4 and wand 6
tend to have best linearity behavior and good stability, which also can be proved in later steady state
and transient experiments. The linear-fitted curves for each MPFD will be used as the calibration
and reference for steady state and transient experiment analysis.
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(a) MPFD wand 1 in pulse mode (b) MPFD wand 2 in pulse mode

(c) MPFD wand 3 in current mode (d) MPFD wand 4 in current mode

(e) MPFD wand 6 in current mode (f) MPFD wand 7 in current mode

Figure 56: Single probe test results
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5.3.2 Steady-state Measurements
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Two types of steady-state experiments were performed: flux-shaping and multi-power experi-
ments. The flux-shaping experiments were conducted at a reactor power of 100 kW, with one con-
trol element fully withdrawn and the other four control elements kept at the same height. Therefore,
the transient rod, three control blades, and regulating blades were fully withdrawn respectively, in
one (or more than one) of the C1, C2, C1* C2* core configurations. Similarly, multi-power ex-
periments were performed for each configuration at the reactor power of 100kW, 300kW, 500kW,
400kW, 200kW in sequence, with all control elements kept at the same height to yield an evenly
distributed flux over the reactor core.

MCNP results were generated to be compared with the steady-state experimental results. The
experiment was designed to use foil activation results to provide a calibration for each MPFD wand.
However, as the foil activation results are not available yet, an MCNP calculation was performed
with an MPFD wand modeled at location D67. The flux in each node position was tallied to get
the estimated flux for a pseudo calibration. A simple ratio to compare the modeled results to the
experiment results can be calculated as defined in Eq. (11):

Rshwon = Rmeas ·
Cmcnp

Cmeas

(11)

A selected multi-power test result with a reactor power of 100 kW for C1/C2 configuration is
displayed in Fig.57. There were obvious problems with M2 and M7, on which 3 out of 4 MPFDs
did not work properly. Also, there was systematic difference in M4 predictions comparing to
MCNP results. M3 and M6 appeared to have the best performance comparing to other wands. The
MCNP uncertainties are around 4% to 5%. Another multi-power test RTD results with 100kW for
C1* and C2* configuration are shown in Fig.58.

These results serve only as an example. The data for these (and all other) measurements are
contained in a version-controlled repository. Evaluation of other configurations, including auto-
mated processing scripts to convert raw counts to estimated fluxes (or flux-equivalents) is ongoing
and will be the subject of future publications.
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Even Bank Multi-Power Test with 100 kW for C1/C2 Configurations

TRProb M1(C1)
MCNP Experi.
6.46e11 5.30e11
1.18e12 0.94e11
1.36e12 2.20e12
7.67e11 N.A.

Prob M2(C1)
MCNP Experi.
5.65e11 N.A.
1.21e12 N.A.
1.13e12 6.00e11
7.01e11 N.A.

Prob M3(C1)
MCNP Experi.
5.42e11 5.37e11
1.03e12 1.41e12
1.10e12 1.13e12
6.08e11 6.69e11

Prob M4(C1)
MCNP Experi.
2.93e11 1.55e11
5.79e11 3.01e11
7.67e11 5.07e11
4.62e11 3.14e11

Prob M6(C1)
MCNP Experi.
5.72e11 5.78e11
1.12e12 1.20e12
1.38e12 1.56e12
7.70e11 8.31e11

Prob M7(C1)
MCNP Experi.
4.32e11 N.A.
7.97e11 5.74e11
1.02e12 N.A.
5.92e11 N.A.

Prob M1(C2)
MCNP Experi.
5.09e11 3.31e11
1.11e12 N.A.
1.35e12 N.A.
7.70e11 N.A.

Prob M2(C2)
MCNP Experi.
6.51e11 N.A.
1.23e12 N.A.
1.20e12 N.A.
6.81e11 5.24e11

Prob M3(C2)
MCNP Experi.
4.25e11 3.91e11
8.17e11 1.22e12
1.08e12 1.20e12
5.90e11 6.67e11

Prob M4(C2)
MCNP Experi.
2.62e11 2.72e11
6.36e11 3.94e11
6.93e11 4.16e11
4.24e11 4.79e11

Prob M6(C2)
MCNP Experi.
6.64e11 9.96e11
1.24e12 1.62e12
1.43e12 1.73e12
8.35e11 1.03e12

Prob M7(C2)
MCNP Experi.
4.03e11 N.A.
8.07e11 5.65e11
1.08e12 N.A.
5.42e11 N.A.

Figure 57: Even bank Multi-power test with 100 kW for C1/C2 core configurations.
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RTD Results of Even Bank Multi-Power Test with 100 kW for C1*/C2* Configurations

TR

Prob R1(C1*)
CH0: 25.76
CH1: 26.28
CH2: 27.71
CH3: 28.33
CH4: 29.31
CH5: 30.10

Prob R1(C1*)
CH0: 26.08
CH1: 26.83
CH2: 27.48
CH3: 28.82
CH4: 29.76
CH5: 30.79

Prob R1(C1*)
CH0: 25.81
CH1: 26.94
CH2: 29.06
CH3: 30.67
CH4: 31.24
CH5: 31.30

Prob R1(C2*)
CH0: 25.71
CH1: 27.30
CH2: 28.24
CH3: 29.44
CH4: 30.59
CH5: 31.04

Prob R1(C2*)
CH0: 26.19
CH1: 26.68
CH2: 26.67
CH3: 28.55
CH4: 29.32
CH5: 30.60

Prob R1(C2*)
CH0: 25.81
CH1: 26.71
CH2: 28.86
CH3: 30.90
CH4: 31.58
CH5: 32.55

Figure 58: Even bank Multi-power test with 100 kW for C1/C2 core configurations.
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5.3.3 Transient Measurements
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Three types of transient experiments were performed: ramp, pulsing and square wave. Fig-
ure 59 shows the MPFD wand 3 results for a 20 second ramp experiment. The reactor power was
increased from 0 to 400 kW exponentially with a time step of 20 seconds. There are 4 black curves,
representing the flux signals in node 0 to node 3. The MPFD signals were normalized to the ratio
of the single probe calibration results and the MCNP calibration simulation results, mentioned in
5.3.2 to capture the axial flux profile. The normalization bases on an assumption shwon in Eq. (12).

Transmeas./Transsimul.

Cmeas./Cmcnp

= 1. (12)

The selected MPFD probe, wand 3, has the best performance and the ratio as shown above was
closest to 1. For better normalization in the future work, a fully working transient model in Mam-
moth or Rattlesnake will be needed to provide an accurate estimate of transient flux results. The
6 RTD signals are the green curves.The blue curve and red curve are the reactor power and fuel
temperature recorded in the reactor log-book. The MPFD and RTD results in the 20 second ramp
experiment match pretty well with reactor data that the power went exponentially from 0 to around
400 kW, stayed for a period of 250 seconds and then went back down to 0 again. The time syn-
cronization still needs to be fixed though.

Figure 60 shows the 6-node RTD response in a pulsing experiment. The reactor power increased
rapidly in the beginning and then faded slowly after reaching the peak of 400 kW. The initial peak
inFigure 60 indicates direct gamma heating followed by heat transfer from the coolant. Figure 61
displays a selected MPFD pulsing experiment results with three different pulses: the $1.43 pulse,
the $1.71 pulse and the $1.97 pulse.
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Figure 59: Transient experiment results of MPFD wand 3 for 20s ramp with C1 core configuration.
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Figure 60: RTD results in pulsing experiment.

Figure 61: MPFD pulsing experiment results.
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